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EFFECT OF ItlZLINJECTOR LCC!ATIONAND MIXTtlIECONTROL ON PERFORMANCE

OF A 16-INCH RAM-JET CAN-TYI?ECOMBUSTOR

By A. J. Cervenka, Eugene Perchonok, snd E. E. Dangle

SuMMAm

A 16-inch connected-pipe investigation was undertaken to evsluate
an existing can-type combustor configuration and to develop this con-
figuration to give a wide operable fuel-air ratio range of high combus-
tion efficiency. Only fuel-injector changes were investigated. Without
increasing the ccmibustorcold-flow pressure-drop coefficient of 1.5,
acceptable performance was achieved by providing the coribustorwith a
fuel-injection system in which a mixture control sleeve was added
upstream of the flimneholder to provide a locally stoichiometric
mixture at lean as well as rich over-all fuel-sir ratios. Combustion
efficiencies from 92 to 97 percent were obtsined with MIL-F-5624A grade
JP-4 fuel over a fuel-sir ratio range from 0.012 to 0.056 (the rich

● lhit of the facility) at conditions corresponding to flight at a Mach
number of 2.9 and an altitude of 67)000 feet.

. A comparison is made between the connected-pipeburner performance
and the perfomsnce of one of the injector configurations which had
previously been evaluated during a study of a 16-inch ram-jet engine at
a Mach number of 2.0 in the Lewis 8- by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel.

INTRODUCTION

Arm-jet combustor design and development progrsm is under wsy at
the NACA Lewis laboratory to establish design principles for rsm-jet
combustors and to reduce these principles to practical application.
Among the genersl combustor types being considered in this progrm is
the can-the couibustor,for its performance cbsracteristics encourage
its application to the rem-jet engine (refs. 1 and 2). The principle
upon which this general type of combustor is based has been used
successfully with other combustor designs (refs. 3} 4, and 5) and

. involves combining local mixbure control with a large-volume shielded
primary combustion zone.

i
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A can-type cornbustorwas recently employed in a supersonic wind-
tunnel evaluation of a 16-inch ram-jet engine of I?ACAdesign (ref. 6).
These tests were run at a maximum Mach number of 2.0 and a combustor-
inlet-air temperature of 160° F.

.
The combustor exhibited little sen-

sitivity to angle of attack and to subcritical diffuser operation, both “’ -
desirable combustor features. However, it was found necessary to use
propylene oxide as the fuel because combustion with gasoline was unsatis-
factory.

In the wind-tunnel study, the combustor-inlettemperature was nesrly o

100° F below that which wouldbe experienced in flight at a Mach number
+
E

of 2.0 and very much below that which would result in higher flight-speed -
applications. The connected-pipe investigation was undertaken at a
hi~her temperature, namely 600° F, and at a pressure of a%out 1 atmos-= ‘--“- “
phere. These conditions simulate a Mach number of 2.9 at 67,000-feet
altitude. This investigationwas conducted.to evaluate the existing
cm-type combustor configuration and to.optimize the configuration to
give a wide operable fuel-air ratio range of high combustion efficiency. ‘- ‘
The results are reported herein, and a comparison is made with some
previously unreported supersonic-wind-tunnel,data.

AR?ARATUS

8- by 6-Foot

AND PROCEDURE

Wind-Tunnel Tests 4

A schematic diagram of the 16-inch rsm=jet engine with which the
can-type-c.otiustordata were obtained in the 8- by 6-foot supersonic m-
wind tunnel is shown in figure 1. Details of the engine dimensions and
installation in the tunnel test section sre given in reference 6. The
engine consisted of a diffuser 9.34 feet lo?igand a combustion chember
and nozzle 6.25 feet long. The supersonic ~ffuser was so designed that
the oblique shock generatedby the 25° half-angle conical spike would “-
fall slightly ahead of the cowl lip at a freg-stresm Mach number of 1.8.

Pilot burner. - A pilot burner was used with a blend of 50-percent
propylene oxide and 50-percent clesr gasoline. The fuel was sprayed
through a nozzle rated at 12.5 gallons per hour at a differential pres-
sure of 100 pounds per square inch.

-.= _...

Flame holder and fuel injector. - The can-combustor flsme holder
used in this study had a surface open area of 133 percent of the—
combustion-chszibercross-sectional area. The cen was rigidly fastened
at its upstream end to the pilot burner. Spacers, which permitted rela- - -
tive movement between the can and the combustion-chamberwall, were
provided for rear support. Diagrems of the fleme holder and the fuel
injection arrangements investigated in this .~haseof the program are

.

shown in figures 2(a) and (b). The flame holder had a cold-flow
pressure-drop coefficient of 1.5.
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Combustion efficiency. - Couibustionefficiency is defined as the
ratio of the change in energy of the g-es flotiu thro~h the en@ne to

. the lower heating-vslue of ~he fuel injected. The chsnges in gas energy
were computed from pressure measurements made with a water-cooled total-
pressure rake located at the engine outlet. The engine air flows and
combustor-inletMach numbers based on the snnulsr sxea at the diffuser
exit were computed from preciously calibrated internsl-pressure instru-
ments. The heat lost through the engine shell was neglected in the effi-

N ciency calculations.
m
8

Connected-Pipe Tests

The engine and test installation used in the connected-pipe tests
are shown in fi~e 3.

Flame holder and fuel injectors. - The flame holder and the fuel
injector arrangement investigated initially were the same as in the wind-
tunnel tests {fig. 2(a)). Subsequent fuel-i~”ector modifications ere
discussed in conjunction with their effect on combustion performance and
are shown in figures 2(c) to (i).

Fuel. - The properties of the two fuels, MIL-F-5624A grade JT-4
and c= gasoline, used as both primsry and pilot fuels, are given in

. table I.

Operating conditions. - The ram-jet combustor was operated over the
. following inlet conditions:

Inlet-air static pressure} in. Hg abs . . . . . . . . . . . . 32 to 36
Inlet-air temperature}OF . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*. .59Oto6lO
Inlet-air velocity, ft/sec . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 230 to 260

These values correspond to the couibustor-inletconditions in a rsm-jet
engine at a flight Mach nuniberof 2.9, at an approximate altitude of
67,000 feet, and with a diffuser totsl-pressure recovery of 70 percent.

Combustion efficiency. - Combustion efficiencies were determinedly
a heat-balance system similar to the method outlined in reference 3.
Combustion efficiency is defined as the ratio of the enthalpy clmnge of
fuel, air, quench water, and engine cooling water to the heating vslue
of the fuel input. At a given engine operating condition, the quench-
water ~“lowwas adjusted to a value insuring complete va~orization of the.
water, and outlet temperatures of 600° to 900° F were maintained at the
thermocouple station. Negligible heat loss from the ducting downstream

. of the water spray was assumed.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Wind-Tunnel Tests -+

Because the objective of the wind-tunnel tests was a performance
study of a complete ram-jet engine with emphasis on aerodynamic data,
little effort was spent in combustor development. The data reported
herein were at a flight Mach nuniber of 2.0, an altitude of 38,000 feet,

—

and a comlmstor-inlet temperature of 160° F.
o

As indicated in reference 6, the can-type combustor, when operated
s
N

with propylene oxide fuel, exhibited little sensitivity to angle of
attack in the range from 0° to 10° end to subcritical diffuser operation.

—
—

Both characteristics are exhibitedby few rsm-jet combustors; therefore,
additional interest was Created in the can-type combustor for ram-jet
application.

—

The first attempt to burn clear gasoline with the can-t~e com-
bustor (fig. 2(a)) at a Mach number of 2.0 was unsuccessful, although
previously the ssme combustor configuration had been successfully
operated on propylene oxide (ref. 6). With an uncontracted exit nozzle,
burner ignition could not be obtained with either clear gasoline or a
blend of 50-percent clear gasoline end 50-percent propylene oxide even
though the pilot burner had been ignited and_was burning satisfactorily.

.

To increase the residence time and to provide for better atomiza-
tion snd vaporization of the fuel, the injection system was modified as
indicated in figure 2(?J)(configurationB). A?nanifold containing ,-+

12 equally.spaced commercial spray nozzles, each rated at 60 gallons
per hour, was added to the existing fuel system. This manifold was
located 12 inches upstresm of the pilot-burner exit and the fuel was
injected counter to the air flow. Approximately two-thirds of the total
fuel flow was introduced through the added injectors.

With an uncontracted outlet (nozzle area ratio, 1.0), the engine
could now be operated on the fuel blend. However, burning with clear
gasoline alone, even preheated to 220° F and flash vaporized, proved

——

erratic. Only when the combustor-inlet velocity was reducedby con-
tracting the engine outlet (nozzle area ratio, 0.71) could the engine be
ignited and operated with reasonable success on preheated gasoline. The
data thus obtained sre given in figure 4. It is clear that the operable
fuel-dr ratio range is nsrrow, 0.029 to 0.043, and the resulting effi-
ciencies axe low. ‘- .

----

-,
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Connected-Pipe Tests

. Initial tests were undertaken with a conibustorsimilsx to config-
uration A used in the wind-tunnel phase of this investigation. only
slight differences in coribustorlength and in the subsonic portion of
the engine inlet diffuser were involved. Based upon the performance
obtained, several successive changes were made in the injector arrange-
ment and the burner configuration was optimized, configurations C to I
(figs. 2(c) to (i)). The several fuel-injector configurations employed

N sre discussed in the order of their evaluation. Neither rich nor lean
a operation was ever limited by blow-out, but rich operation was restricted
8 by the capacity of the water spray used in determining the combustion

efficiency, while lean operation was limited by the ability of the spray
to quench the reaction and still evaporate ahead of the thermocouple
station. Gasoline in amounts not exceeding 5 percent of the total fuel
flow was burned in the pilot burner in all the tests. The main fuel was
MIL-F-562Q grade JT-4, except as noted.

Internal fuel injection. - The original fuel injector employed in
the wind-tunnel tests injected the fuel internally, within the can
flame holder. Two separate fuel =nifolds were ~ed, an upstream
or primary manifold and a downstresmor secondary manifold (fig. 2(a)).
With only primary injection, co?ibustionefficiencies of approximately
95 percent were obtained over the fuel-air ratio range from 0.0135

. to 0.037 (fig. 5). Above 0.037, the conhstion efficiency decreased
as the fuel-ati ratio was raised, dropping to a value of 37 percent
at a fuel-air ratio of 0.07. A cotiination of primary and secondary

. injection resulted in a similar trend. Moreover, changing the fuel
from JP-4 to the more volatile clesr gasoline resulted in negligible
effect on conibustionperformance, thus indicating that at this high
inlet-air temperature condttion, fuel volatility was not the criti-
cal vsriable affecting conibustionefficiency in the rich fuel-air
ratio region.

The performance of configuration A operating on ZP-4 fuel or clesr
gasoline at a simulated Mach number test condition of 2.9 is compsred
in figure 6 with the performance previously obtained in wind-tunnel
tests at a Mach number of 2.0 with propylene oxide.

Considerable difference in the combustion efficiencies was noted.
This disagreement between the two sets of data meybe due to some of
the following differences in the two installations:

.
(1)

. (2)

(3)

The subsonic diffuser (figs. 1 and 3)

Inlet-sir temperature

Fuel type
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It is not apparent which of these variables is controlling. It is
interesting to note that in both cases the ssme general trend of a
reduction in combustion efficiency as fuel-air ratio was raised is
observed. This was attributed to local overenricbment of the flow in
the region of the fuel injectors as operation at the richer fuel-air
ratios was attempted.

Upstream fuel injection. - In sn effort-to rfise the combustion -
efficiency at the richer fuel-air ratios by improving the mixture of the
air and fuel, the point of fuel injection was moved to a station
17 inches upstream of the can. Two upstream injector configurations C
and D (figs. 2(c) and (d)) were used. The six nozzle injectors (con-
figuration C) were rated at 0.5 gallon per n&nute at a pressure iUfferen-
tial of 100 pounds per squsre inch. The 16 fizzles (configurationD)
were rated at 0.36 gallon per minute at the same pressure differential.
The effect of fuel-air ratio and injector radial position on combustor
perfommnce with configuration C is indicated in figure 7(a) andwlth
configuration D in figure 7(b). With both configurations, a definite
trend was noted with injector radial position: lean operation was
improved with fuel injectton near
better rich operation res’ultedas

With the fuel injected 2~ inches

ciencies of 90 percent or greater
0.035 to 0.054. Little effect of
was noted.

the diffuser centerbody, whereas
the injector radius was increased.

from the outer wall, combustion effi-

were observed at fuel-air ratios of _
nuniberof injection points, 6 or 16,

Combined upstream and internal fuel injection. - The results
obtained separately with upstresm and internal fuel in~ection indicated
that efficient combustion should result over a wide fuel-air ratio range
by combining the two systems in a single configuration. Internal injec-
tion would give efficient lean operation, and upstream injection would
give efficient rich operation. Data obtained%y combining the two
injection systems (configurationE, fig. 2(e)) are show-n in fi~e 7(c),

Internal fuel injection was held constant at a fuel-air ratio of 0.015
(ratio of primary fuel to total air flow), and additional.fuel was
introduced through the upstream injector. Combustion efficiencies
ranging from 87 to 95 percent were observed Qver a fuel-air ratio rsnge
from 0.015 to 0.055. Structural failure of the can prevented completion
of the tests snd the obtaining of additional data. Subsequent examina-
tion showed that burnout was caused because the air scoop and the mani-
fold supplying the internal fuel were acting as a flsme holder upstream
of the can.

A comparison is made in
nal fuel injection, upstresm
systems, configurations A, D

tivel.y. It is apparent that

figure 8 of the results obtsined with inter-
fue~ injection, and a combination of these

(2~-in. radial position), and E, respec-

a fuel system which msintains a locally

d

“
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+
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stoichiometric mixture is desired for lean operation. For rich opera-
tion, a homogeneous stoichiometric mixture gives best results. By
appropriately combining the two systems, their advantages sre combined.
It is possible to schedule the two injectors of the combined system so
they may be operated with a single throttle or control element. How-
ever, for the purpose of study and evaluation, independent control was
maintained over the flow through each of the two injectors in this as
well as in all subsequent tests of the combined system.

Conibinedfuel injection with mixture control sleeve. - The pre-
liminary results obtained with the cotiined injection system encouraged
a more complete evaluation of this injector-flame-holder combination,
and the combustor wss redesigned to avoid future can failure tie to
upstresm burning. Modifications consisted of removal of the small air
scoop in the region of the internal fuel injector and installation of a
control sleeve to provide an aerodynamically clean passage for the flow
of secondsry air-fuel mixture eround the internal or primsry injector,
as shown in figure 2(f) (configurationF). The addition of this sleeve
eliminated fuel from the wake of the primary-injector manifold which is
located outside of the can, thus avoiding a flsme seat upstresmof the
cell.

The performance of this modified conibustorconfiguration F is indi-
cated in figure 9(a). The results confirmed the performance observed
with the initial attempt at conibinedinjection, and the couibustioneffi-
ciencies obtained were in general similar. The effect of the primary
fuel-air ratio on combustion efficiency over the rich fuel-air ratio
range was investigated, end it was determined that low primsry flows
were desirable. A 22-percent drop in conibustionefficiency was observed
at an over-all fuel-air ratio of 0.05 as the primary fuel-sir ratio was
raised from 0.014 to 0.034. No difficulty with flame-holder burnout or
failure waE encountered, snd the cold-flow burner pressure loss was not
measurably increased.

Internsl and secondary injection in same axial position. - In an
effort to reduce the drop in ccnibustionefficiency at the fuel-bir
ratios where the secondsry fuel is initially introduced, approximate
fuel-air ratio of 0.02 to 0.03, and simultaneously to minitize the
effect of the primary fuel-air ratio on the combustion efficiency at the
higher over-all fuel-air ratios, the control sleeve waE eliminated. At
very lean fuel-air ratios, the control sleeve accomplished the desired
resuit. However, in the transition region between primary alone and
combined injection, the confining action of the sleeve caused over-
enrichment in the primary zone. The removal of the control sleeve was
intended to provide a more gradual transition region between primsry
alone snd combined injection than the sbrupt transition accompanying the
use of the sleeve. In addition, the secondsry fuel injector was
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relocated to the same sxisl position as the primary or internal injector.
The spray from the secondsry simple-orifice injector was directed in such
a manner as to avoid fuel impingement and flsme seating on the manifold
of the primary injector. Figure 2(g) shows the resulting configuration G.

The results obtained with configuration G are shown in figures 9(b)
and (C). Primary-fuel flows and radial-injection distances were vsried to
determine the optimum operating procedure for this configuration. The
best combinations of primary-fuel flow and radial-injector position gave
combustion efficiencies of 90 percent or better over the fuel-air ratio
range from O.011 to 0.049. This represented an improvement over con-
figuration F in the transition region of fuel-air ratios from 0.02 to

0.03. A secondary-injectorradisl distance of 1: inches from the outer

wall (midway in the annulsr passage) was found to give best results.
However, the lsrge sensitivity of conibustionefficiency at the richer
over-all fuel-air ratios to the primary fuel-air ratio was still.observed.
It was also apparent that the combustion efficiency, especially in the
transition region, was sffectedby the radial position of the secondary
injector.

Dual upstream injection. - Although some gains in performance in the
transition region were attained by removal of the mixture control sleeve,
additional improvement was desired. A further reduction in the abrupt
change of mixture concentration in the transition region would result by
the use of an upstream injector location which allows a longer period for
fuel-air mixture preparation. It was also believed that upstream injec-
tion would reduce the sensitivity of the combustor to the primary fuel-
air ratio, because variations in upstream fuel concentrations do not
necessarily produce corresponding variations in the combustor primsry
zone. Therefore, instead of internal injection, the primary fuel for
lean operation was introduced through six equally spaced nozzle injectors
placed slong the centerbody and located 17 inches upstream of the can.
Secondary fuel was injected through 16 equslly spaced nozzles placed in
the middle of the annulsr air passage and also located 17 inches upstresm
of the can. Figure 2(h) shows the resulting configuration H.

The results obtsined with configuration H sre sunmmrized in fig-
ure 9(d). The combustion efficiency was 90 percent or greater over the
fuel-air ratio range from 0.022 to 0.055. In addition, the drop of com-
bustion efficiency in the transition region as well.as the sensitivity
to primary fuel-air ratio was essentially eliminated. Below a fuel-air
ratio of 0.022 the combustion efficiency dropped sharply, reaching a
value of 75 percent at a fuel-air ratio of O.011.

.

0
-P

G
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.
Dusl upstreem injection with mixture control sleeve. - To improve

the efficiency at fuel-air ratio less than 0.022, a mixture control
sleeve was employed to rsise the local mixture concentration in the
region of the flsme holder at lean ove$-all.fuel-air ratios (configura-

tion, fig. 2(i)). This sleeve was 9~inches in dismeter and sepsrated

the primsry and secondsry air and fuel flows. Primsry fuel was injected
into the inner annulus, and secondary fuel was injected into the outer
annulus●

The resulting performance of configuration I is indicated in fig-
ure 9(e). The conibustionefficiency at lesn fuel-air ratios was improved
considerably by the addition of the sleeve, snd combustion efficiencies
between 92 snd 97 percent were attained over the fuel-air ratio rsnge
from O.012 to 0.056. Facility limitations prevented operation at richer
fuel-air ratios.

Adding the sleeve increased the sensitivity of the burner to the
primsry-inJector flow rate over that previously observed without the
sleeve (configurationH, fig. 9(d)). However, the variation in combus-
tion efficiency with primary fuel-sir ratio was considerably less than
with configurations F and G (figs. 9(a) to (c)). The performance charac-
teristics of the dual injector system indicates that the primary-fuel
injector shouldbe used slone at fuel-air ratios less than 0.02. For
richer operation the prfmary-fuel flow should be held at a constsnt over-

.
all fuel-sir ratio value of 0.02 or less.

. .
CONCLUDING REMN3KS

The desired wide operable fuel-air ratio rsnge of high conibustion
efficiency waa considered achieved with configuration I snd further
research on this combustor was curtailed. Without increasing the origi-
nsl cold-flow burner pressure-loss coefficient of 1.5 the principle of
maintaining a locally stoichiometric mixture over the entire fuel-sir
ratio range was designed into the burner. A control sleeve technique
was successfully a~lied to the cen flame holder for mixture control at
lean over-all fuel-sir ratios. The find confqgmation evolved yielded
combustion efficiencies between 92 to 97 percent at fuel-air ratios from
0.012 to 0.056. Facillty =tations prevented operation at both richer
and leaner fuel-air ratios.

Addltionsl.resesmhwith other facilities is
. the effect of inlet-air pressure and temperature,

subcritical diffuser operation on the performance
figuration.

.

needed to investigate
angle of attack, =d
of this burner con-

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National.Adtisory Committee for Aeronautics

Cleveland, Ohio, May 25, 1953
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TABLE 1. - SPECIFICATIONS AND ANALYSIS OF PRIMARY ENGINE IUZLS,

MIL-F-5624A GRADE ZP-4 AND CLEAR GASOLINE

A.S.T.M. distillation
D 86-46, OF
Initial boiling point
Percentage evaporated

5
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

Final.boiling point
Residue, percent
Loss, percent

Specific gravity, OA.P.I.
Reid vapor pressure,
lb/sq in.

Hydrogen-carbon ratio
Net heat of combustion,
Btu/lb

Specifications,
MIL-F-5624A

250 (max.)

550 (mm.)
1.5 (msx.)
1.5 (w.)

40 (min.), 58 (max.)
2.0 (min.), 3.0 (max.)

18,400 (min.)

Analyf
MIZ-F-5624A

137

204
248
288
309
323
335
348
360
378
408
480
1.2
0.8

0.765
50.6
2.7

0.168
18,675

s
Gasoline

106

132
148
172
194
213
233
249
267
286
308
362
1.2
1.3

0.714
66.7
6.8

0.182
18,925
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Figure 6. - Comparison of conneoted-pipe and tind-tunnel data for
configuration A. Tunnel data: flight Mach number, 2.O; pres-
sure, 34 to 40 inches of mercury absolute; inlet-air
temperature, 160° F; vdocity, 185 to 235 feet per second;
fuel, propylene oxide; equivalence ratio, 0.106. Connected.-
pipe data: flight Maoh number, 2.93 pressure, 32 to 36 inches
of mercury absolute; inlet-air temperature, 590° to 610° F;
velocity, 230 to 260 feet per seco~;
J2-4; equivalence ratio, 0.066.
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Figure 7. - Combustor performanoe of
configurations C, D, and E with
MIL-F-5624A grade JT-4 fuel. Inlet-
air temperature, 590° to 6100 F; veloc-
ity, 230 to 260 feet per second; pres-
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Figure 7. - Continue5. Comhustor performance of oonfiguratione
C, D, ati E with KIL-F-56244 grade JT4 fuel. Inlet-air
temperature, 5900 to 610° F; velocity, 230 to 260 feet per
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(c) Conf@uration E.

FQure 7. - concluded. Combustor performance of configurations
C, D, and E with MIL-F-56244 grade JP-4 fuel. Inlet-air
temperature, 590° to 6100 F; velocity, 230 to 260 feet per
second; pressure, 32 to 36 inches of mercury absolute.
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IYgure 9. - Combustor perfo~noe of configuration l?,G, H, and I with
MIL-F-5624A grade JP-4 fuel. Inlet-air temperate, 5900 to 610° F;
velocity, 230 to 260 feet per second; pressure, 32 to 36 inches of
mercury absolute.
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610° F; velocity,230 to 260 feet per second;pressure,32 to 36 inches
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(d) Configuration E.

IIYgure9. - Continued. Combustor performance of configurations
F, G, H, and I with MIL-F-5624A grade JP-4 fuel. Inlet-air
temperature, 5900 to 610° F; velocity, 230 to 260 feet per
second; pressure, 32 to 36 inches of mercury absolute.
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Figure 9. - Conoluded. C!ombustorperformance of configurations
F, G, H, and I with MIL-F-5624A grade JP-4 fuel. Inlet-tir
temperature, 590° to 610° F; velocity, 2X) to 260 feet per
second; pressure, 32 to 36 inches of mercury absolute.
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